A cross-species analysis of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator. Potential functional domains and regulatory sites.
To help elucidate the function of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), we have undertaken a cross-species analysis of the DNA sequence which encodes this protein. We have isolated and characterized the cDNA of the bovine homologue of CFTR. The deduced amino acid sequence shows high overall identity with the published sequences from human and mouse, although there is marked variability between the different potential functional domains. The region around human amino acid 508, which is deleted in 70% of cystic fibrosis chromosomes, is highly conserved across species; of the missense cystic fibrosis mutations reported to date, all of the amino acids in the normal human sequence are conserved in the bovine and mouse sequences. A single amino acid encoded by the human cDNA (Ser-434) is missing in the bovine sequence, and there are two amino acids encoded by the bovine sequence which are absent in the human. These all stem from in-frame 3-base omissions within the sequences. In addition to the cow, we amplified the DNA sequences encoding a portion of the R-domain from sheep, monkey, rabbit, and guinea pig. These sequences show relatively low overall sequence identity (63%), but nearly all of the potential protein kinase A and protein kinase C phosphorylation sites are conserved over all of the species examined. Our results suggest functional significance for certain highly conserved residues and putative domains within CFTR.